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Season 4, Episode 7
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Slack Tide



"Slack Tide" is the seventh episode of the fourth season of the Showtime television series Dexter. Dexter finds himself enjoying a brief moment of tranquility. He's finally managed to strike a balance between work, family... and other pursuits. But he's keenly aware that times like these aren't meant to last. When Miami Metro discovers a string of murders connected to a prominent photographer, Dexter sees an opportunity for a clean kill. However, his plans seem to be thwarted every step of the way. Quinn has taken a renewed interest in Dexter's nightlife. Dexter's plans to keep Astor and Cody distracted with new activities soon backfire. Even Harry disapproves of Dexter's choice of pastime, urging him instead to focus his efforts on the Trinity Killer. Meanwhile, Debra returns to work, frustrated to find everyone treating her with kid gloves. She decides to concentrate on her pursuit of the Trinity Killer as well as delving into her father's checkered past - investigations which Dexter fears might lead her to danger - or worse, the truth.
Quest roles:
Christina Robinson(Astor Bennett), John Lithgow(Arthur Mitchell), Preston Bailey, Courtney Ford(Christine Hill), Rick Peters(Elliot), Marisa Petroro(Kate), Greg Ellis, Mark Atteberry(Attorney), Cooper Huckabee(Joe Nix), Bill Doyle(Father), Eve Mauro(Attractive Woman), Mary Mara


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
8 November 2009, 00:00
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